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Background: Autism spectrum disorders (ASD) are associated with severe impairments in social functioning. Because faces provide
nonverbal cues that support social interactions, many studies of ASD have examined neural structures that process faces, including the
amygdala, ventromedial prefrontal cortex and superior and middle temporal gyri. However, increases or decreases in activation are often
contingent on the cognitive task. Specifically, the cognitive domain of attention influences group differences in brain activation. We inves-
tigated brain function abnormalities in participants with ASD using a task that monitored attention bias to emotional faces. Methods:
Twenty-four participants (12 with ASD, 12 controls) completed a functional magnetic resonance imaging study while performing an atten-
tion cuing task with emotional (happy, sad, angry) and neutral faces. Results: In response to emotional faces, those in the ASD group
showed greater right amygdala activation than those in the control group. A preliminary psychophysiological connectivity analysis
showed that ASD participants had stronger positive right amygdala and ventromedial prefrontal cortex coupling and weaker positive right
amygdala and temporal lobe coupling than controls. There were no group differences in the behavioural measure of attention bias to the
emotional faces. Limitations: The small sample size may have affected our ability to detect additional group differences. Conclusion:
When attention bias to emotional faces was equivalent between ASD and control groups, ASD was associated with greater amygdala
activation. Preliminary analyses showed that ASD participants had stronger connectivity between the amygdala ventromedial prefrontal
cortex (a network implicated in emotional modulation) and weaker connectivity between the amygdala and temporal lobe (a pathway in-
volved in the identification of facial expressions, although areas of group differences were generally in a more anterior region of the tem-
poral lobe than what is typically reported for emotional face processing). These alterations in connectivity are consistent with emotion
and face processing disturbances in ASD.
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Introduction

Deficits in social function represent a core feature of autism
spectrum disorders (ASD).1 Because emotional facial expres-
sions convey nonverbal information that help to scaffold so-
cial interactions, many studies of ASD have examined the 
network of neural structures involved in face processing, in-
cluding the amygdala, fusiform gyrus, ventromedial pre-
frontal cortex and areas around the superior temporal sulcus.2

Influential models posit that the amygdala is centrally in-
volved in ASD.3,4 However, it is uncertain whether ASD is 

associated with increased or decreased amygdala activation.
Most studies found that participants with ASD show de-
creased amygdala activation relative to controls in response
to neutral and emotional facial displays.5–11 However, one
study reported that both groups showed comparable amyg-
dala activation to faces,12 and another study documented that
participants with ASD had greater amygdala activation rela-
tive to controls.13

Differences in activation between ASD and control groups
may depend in part on the cognitive demands specific to
each face viewing task during brain imaging. Indeed, varying
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the cognitive task can determine whether group differences
are found in amygdala activation.7,11,13 In particular, attention
influences amygdala activation.13 When gaze fixation, an 
index of attention, was monitored with eye tracking, Dalton
and colleagues13 found that participants with ASD showed
greater amygdala activation relative to controls when view-
ing faces. Moreover, within the ASD group, the duration of
gaze directed to the eyes of the face stimuli was positively as-
sociated with amygdala activation. Thus, coupled with be-
havioural work indicating that individuals with ASD show
abnormal attention to social stimuli,13–16 these findings high-
light the importance of considering group differences in at-
tention when examining brain activation.

The ventromedial prefrontal cortex, which includes the
ventral anterior cingulate and orbitofrontal cortex, is also
highly involved in processing social stimuli.2 Findings from
nonhuman primates indicate that there are dense, reciprocal
connections between regions of the ventromedial prefrontal
cortex and the amygdala.17 Moreover, using functional con-
nectivity, an analytical method that evaluates correlations in
neuroimaging activation, recent investigations suggest that
these structures interact and that the interactions may be
disturbed in various forms of psychopathology.18,19 Consis-
tent with the amygdala findings, most studies found that
participants with ASD showed less activation in various 
areas of the ventral prefrontal cortex relative to controls in
response to facial displays.5,7,11,20,21 However, the study that
found amygdala hyperactivation in ASD also found in-
creased activation in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex.13

To our knowledge, no study has examined task-related
functional connectivity between the amygdala and pre-
frontal cortex in participants with ASD.

Whereas the fusiform gyrus is involved in processing in-
variant aspects of faces (e.g., identity), structures around the
superior temporal sulcus, including the superior and middle
temporal gyri, are responsible for processing changeable fea-
tures of faces, such as emotional facial expressions.22 Recently,
work involving monkeys showed that electrical microstimu-
lation of a face-processing region of the temporal lobe acti-
vated the amygdala.23 In autism, the integrity of the white
matter tract between the temporal lobe and amygdala is com-
promised.24 Although no published study has reported func-
tional connectivity between the amygdala and temporal lobe
in ASD, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) find-
ings indicate that participants with ASD show altered activa-
tion in the temporal lobe relative to controls, but the direction
of the effects has been inconsistent.5,6,9,11,25

We had 3 goals in the present study. The first was to exam-
ine amygdala activation in response to face stimuli in partici-
pants with ASD and controls while measuring attention bias.
Whereas Dalton and colleagues13 used eye monitoring to
measure attention to faces, we implemented an attention 
cuing paradigm called the probe detection task.26 This para-
digm provides a measure of participant attention bias during
fMRI data acquisition.19,27 Specifically, participants viewed
emotional (happy, sad, angry) and neutral face pairs. After
the presentation of each face pair, an asterisk appeared in
place of the location of the emotional (congruent) or neutral

(incongruent) face (Fig. 1). Participants pressed a button to
the location of the asterisk. If attention is drawn to one facial
expression over another in the pair (e.g., happy faces relative
to neutral faces), the reaction times to the asterisks that follow
the location of the happy faces will be faster relative to aster-
isks that follow the location of the neutral faces. Thus, atten-
tion bias scores reflect the difference between mean reaction
times for incongruent and congruent trials.26 If attention bias
is equivalent between groups, differences in activation are
less likely to be driven by attention. Measures of eye gaze al-
low for the monitoring of overt attention and are sensitive to
the precise location of gaze direction. In contrast, although
the probe detection task is not sensitive to the precise location
of gaze on the face (e.g., the eyes), it does index both overt
and covert attention bias between the faces.28 Therefore, the
probe detection task may be considered a complement to
measures of eye gaze. 

Our second goal was to examine functional connectivity
between the amygdala and the ventromedial prefrontal cor-
tex. Because these structures are thought to influence one an-
other in social tasks, we sought to determine how these inter-
actions might be altered in ASD. The third goal was to
evaluate functional connectivity in areas involved in process-
ing facial expressions, in particular between the amygdala
and structures around the superior temporal sulcus (superior
and medial temporal gyri).

Following previous work,13 our first hypothesis was that
relative to controls, participants with ASD would show
greater amygdala activation to emotional faces when atten-
tion bias was equivalent between the groups. We also formu-
lated 2 additional hypotheses that are considered prelim
inary. Specifically, based on the finding that ASD participants
showed greater amygdala and ventromedial prefrontal cor-
tex activation when attention to emotional faces was moni-
tored,13 we predicted that, relative to controls, participants
with ASD would show increased functional connectivity be-
tween the amygdala and ventromedial prefrontal cortex. In
addition, because the integrity of white matter tracts are 
diminished in ASD between the amygdala and temporal
lobe,24 we predicted that participants with ASD would show
reduced functional connectivity between these structures.

Methods

Participants

We included 12 with ASD and 12 control adults. These partici-
pants were the same as those who were in a study examining
resting connectivity.29 All procedures were approved by the
University of Michigan Institutional Review Board. All partici-
pants signed consent and were between 18 and 40 years of age. 

We recruited participants with ASD through the University
of Michigan Autism and Communication Disorders Center.
We recruited controls through posted flyers distributed in the
community. An ASD diagnosis was determined based on the
Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule,30 the Autism Diag-
nostic Interview–Revised31 and clinical consensus.32 We inter-
viewed parents with the Autism Diagnostic Interview–Revised.
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Asperger syndrome was diagnosed through clinical consen-
sus using criteria from the DSM-IV.1 To measure cognitive
functioning, we gave participants the Peabody Picture Vocab-
ulary Test33 and the Ravens Progressive Matrices.34 We did not
include participants with ASD if their nonverbal cognitive
functioning was below 85, if they had another neurologic dis-
order or if they had braces. Because most of the ASD patients
were taking medication, we used an approach similar that
used in prior work on bipolar disorder35 to perform a post-hoc
analyses to examine the influence of the class of medications
on group differences.

We excluded controls if their nonverbal cognitive function-
ing was below 85, if they had a neurologic disorder, a mental
disorder or braces or if they were taking a psychotropic 
medication.

Task

During image acquisition, participants performed the probe
detection task. We selected emotional and neutral faces from
NimStim.36 Building on prior work,19,27 picture pairs
(happy–neutral, sad–neutral, angry–neutral and neutral–
neutral expressions) were presented to the participants.
There were 72 trials of each emotion pair (36 trials in which
the specific emotional face and the probe were on the same
side and 36 on the opposite side), 36 trials with neutral–
neutral pairs and 36 trials for the implicit baseline (blank
screen). In an event-related design, we presented the trials in
a different, randomized order for each participant. In addi-
tion, we also included trials in which faces were presented
for 17 ms and masked. No group differences in amygdala ac-
tivation for the 17-ms face presentation were found. Results
from the 17-ms conditions are not considered further here.

Trials began with a fixation cross in the middle of the
screen for 500 ms, followed by a face pair for 500 ms (Fig. 1).
The faces were replaced by an asterisk probe in one of the
hemifields for 1100 ms. The emotional faces appeared in the
right and the left positions with equal probability, with the

matched neutral faces of each pair appearing in the other
pos ition. The probe was presented in both positions with
equal probability. The intertrial interval varied between 250
and 1165 ms, during which time a black screen was dis-
played. We used E-Prime (Psychological Software Tools) to
control the stimulus presentation and record the responses.

We asked the participants to respond quickly when they
detected an asterisk by pressing the left button if the asterisk
appeared on the left and the right button if the asterisk ap-
peared on the right. Participants first completed a practice ses-
sion with a different set of faces26 and were allowed to repeat
the practice session until they were comfortable with the task.

Data acquisition

We used a 3-T GE Signa scanner at the University of Michi-
gan to collect the MRI images. We acquired T2*-weighted
blood oxygen level–dependent images using a reverse spiral
sequence37 of 40 contiguous axial with 3.44 × 3.44 × 3 mm
voxels (repetition time 2000 ms, echo time 30 ms, flip angle
90°, field of view 22 cm). Slices were prescribed parallel to the
anterior–posterior commissural line and acquired contigu-
ously to optimize the effectiveness of movement post-
processing algorithms. Over 4 runs, we acquired 720 vol-
umes. We collected the images and reconstructed them into a
64 × 64 matrix. A T1-weighted gradient echo axial overlay
was collected for anatomic localization (repetition time
8.9 ms, echo time 1.8 ms, flip angle 15°, field of view 26 cm,
slice thickness 1.4 mm, 124 slices, matrix = 256 × 160). To fa-
cilitate normalization, we collected an inversion-prepped T1-
weighted anatomic image using spoiled gradient-recalled ac-
quisition in steady state (SPGR) imaging (flip angle 15°, field
of view 26 cm, 110 sagittal slices, 1.4-mm slice thickness).

Data analysis of fMRI scans

We performed the following preprocessing steps. We skull-
stripped the anatomic data using the Brain Extraction Tool

Incongruent trials Duration, ms Event Congruent trials

500 Fix

500 Happy–neutral

1100 Probe
(button press)

Fig. 1: The visual task presented to the autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and control partici-
pants. The columns on the far left and right show the screens that participants saw for the 2
trial types with happy faces. In the left column, the happy face and probe are presented on
different sides of the screen (incongruent). In the right column, the happy face and probe are
presented on the same side of the screen (congruent). Participants also viewed sad–neutral,
angry–neutral and neutral–neutral trials.



from FSL (www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/bet2/index.html). 
K-space outliers that were greater than 2 standard deviations
(SDs) from the mean were replaced with the average of their
temporal neighbours. Next, to remove distortions from mag-
netic field in homogeneity, we reconstructed images using
field map correction. In addition, slice timing differences
were corrected using local sinc interpolation.38 Finally,
MCFLIRT (www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/mcflirt/index.html)39

was used to perform motion correction (using the 10th image
volume as the reference). Subsequent processing was done
using SPM2 (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). 

We performed the following steps to map the fMRI results
into a standardized anatomic atlas. First, we registered the
functional images to the SPGR images. Second, the transforma-
tion to align the SPGR to the SPM2 T1 Montreal Neurological
Institute (MNI) template was determined. Third, we applied
the transformation to the functional data. Data were smoothed
with an 8-mm full-width at half-maximum Gaussian kernel.

We performed analyses of the fMRI scans using the gen-
eral linear model. For each participant, a design matrix was
specified. We derived regressors for the individual partici-
pant fMRI analysis from SPM2’s canonical hemodynamic re-
sponse function. We then performed the group analysis in 
2 steps. First, using an in-house Matlab script, mean activa-
tion from the amygdala (bilateral) was extracted from the pri-
mary contrasts (happy–neutral v. neutral–neutral; sad–
neutral v. neutral–neutral; angry–neutral v. neutral–neutral).
The structural amygdala region of interest (ROI) was derived
from PickAtlas, an atlas that provides ROIs in MNI space
based on the Talairach Daemon.40 We then performed a mul-
tiple regression analysis with face expression and group 
using SPSS 17 to determine whether the groups differed in
amygdala response to each of the facial expressions.

Second, to better characterize the interaction, we used ran-
dom effects analyses in SPM2 for the interpretation of data
across participants. This approach requires the derivation of
a single test-measure from each participant, a contrast value
at each voxel within Talairach space. We then subjected these
contrast maps from all participants to the general linear
model using t tests to test population-level hypotheses. Be-
cause our primary hypothesis concerned the amygdala, we
followed previous work and used an ROI analytic approach
separately for the right and left amygdala.41 Small volume
corrections controlled for multiple comparisons within the
whole amygdala42 with the corrected family-wise error
p value set at 0.05 (2-tailed). We derived the structural amyg-
dala ROI from PickAtlas.40 We included only trials with cor-
rect responses in the analysis.

Functional connectivity analysis

Using psychophysiological interaction connectivity analysis,
we examined patterns of interrelations between the right
amygdala and ventromedial prefrontal cortex and between
the right amygdala and the temporal lobe during viewing of
emotional faces relative to neutral faces. The premise under-
lying functional connectivity is that 2 brain regions that are
mutually participating at some stage in a cognitive process

should have coherent activity across trials or exhibit corre-
lated β values (separate estimates used to model activity dur-
ing different stages of a task). These methods require a mea-
sure of activation at each voxel on each trial and then a search
for other voxels that show correlated activation across trials.
For the psychophysiological interaction analysis, we modi-
fied the procedures from SPM243 such that seed remained in
the same location for each participant.

Whereas some functional connectivity procedures examine
the correlation between structures across the entire task,
psycho physiological interaction connectivity analysis allows
for consideration of selected conditions of the task in the
analysis. For instance, group differences in functional connec-
tivity to happy relative to neutral faces can be examined. We
used the psychophysiological interaction analytic approach
in the present study because we were particularly interested
in how ASD participants, relative to control participants,
would differ in functional connectivity when viewing specific
facial expressions. Following previous work on functional
connectivity analyses using a similar paradigm, we set the
threshold at p < 0.005.19

Behavioural data analysis

For the behavioural measure of attention bias from the probe
detection task, there were 2 categories for each emotion: con-
gruent trials (an emotional/neutral face-pair, followed by a
probe replacing the emotional face) and incongruent trials
(an emotional/neutral face-pair followed by a probe replac-
ing the neutral face). Differences between each participant’s
mean reaction time for incongruent and congruent conditions
form the attention bias scores, such that positive values indi-
cate bias toward the particular emotion and negative values
indicate a bias away from the emotion.26

Group analysis followed 2 steps for attention bias and reac-
tion time. First, we implemented a repeated-measures analy-
sis of variance in SPSS 17 with face expression and group.
Second, we performed t tests in SPSS 17 to directly compare
attention biases to specific emotions and reaction times to
specific emotions between the 2 groups.

Results

Participants

Of the 12 included ASD participants, 7 were diagnosed with
autism, 2 with Asperger syndrome and 3 with pervasive de-
velopmental disorder not otherwise specified. There were no
significant group differences in age, verbal measure of cogni-
tive function, nonverbal measure of cognitive function, sex
and handedness (Table 1). One participant with ASD had
movement that was greater than 1 voxel during the scan.
This participant returned for another scan about 1 month
later; the second scan was successful. Eleven ASD partici-
pants were taking a psychotropic medication (5 were taking
selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors, 4 were taking stimu-
lants, 2 were taking neuroleptics, 1 was taking a tricyclic and
1 was taking benzodiazepine). 
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Behavioural results

Overall, there were no interactions or group differences in at-
tention bias. A repeated-measures analysis showed that there
was no significant interaction between group and attention
bias to the emotions (F2,21 = 0.430, p = 0.66). To be consistent
with previous work of the probe detection task,19,27 we also ex-
amined possible group differences in attention bias to each
emotion separately using t tests. To happy faces, the ASD
group manifested an attention bias of 10.9 (SD 22.4) ms and the
control group showed an attention bias of 8.8 (SD 16.9) ms.
There was no group difference for attention bias to happy
faces (t22 = 0.26, p = 0.80). To sad faces, the ASD group had an
attention bias of 7.2 (SD 22.9) ms , and the control group
showed an attention bias of 7.9 (SD 30.2) ms. No group differ-
ence was found for attention bias to sad faces (t22 = 0.07,
p = 0.95). For angry faces, the ASD group showed an attention
bias of 18.3 (SD 25.7) ms, and the control group had an atten-
tion bias of 8.4 (SD 24.0) ms. There was no group difference for
attention bias to angry faces (t22 = 0.97, p = 0.34).

Both groups combined showed an attention bias to happy
faces (t22 = 2.48, p = 0.021) and angry faces (t22 = 2.63,
p = 0.015), but there was no a significant effect for sad faces
(t22 = 1.41, p = 0.17).

A repeated-measures analysis did not reveal a significant
interaction between group and overall reaction times to trials
to each emotion (F3,20 = 0.460, p = 0.71). Nevertheless, t tests re-
vealed that the ASD participants had shorter response laten-
cies relative to controls in each condition. For trials containing
happy–neutral face pairs, mean reaction times were
500.25 (SD 59.90) ms for ASD participants and 547.71 (SD
50.60) ms for controls (t22 = 2.10, p = 0.048). For trials with
sad–neutral face pairs, mean reaction times were 497.59
(SD 60.54) ms for ASD participants and 550.96 (SD 48.15) ms
for controls (t22 = 2.39, p = 0.026). For the angry–neutral face
pair trials, mean reaction times were 498.34 (SD 56.44) ms for
ASD participants and 551.69 (SD 53.31) ms for controls
(t22 = 2.38, p = 0.026). For trials containing neutral–neutral face
pairs, mean reaction times were 494.46 (SD 67.35) ms for ASD
participants and 541.74 (SD 47.23) ms for controls. Because the
reaction time data for the control group were not normally
distributed, we used a Mann–Whitney U test, which showed
a significant difference between groups (Mann–Whitney
U = 32.00, p = 0.021). 

The finding that the ASD group had shorter responses 

latencies relative to controls was unexpected. However, be-
cause the group differences in reaction time were also evi-
dent in the comparison condition (neutral faces) of the fMRI
activation, any effects were likely cancelled out in the fMRI
contrast analyses.

The ASD group had an error rate of 6% (SD 0.13%), and
the controls had an error rate of 2% (SD 0.02%). No differ-
ences were found in overall error rates between groups in the
task (t22 = 1.1, p = 0.29). Incorrect trials were removed from
the reaction time and fMRI analyses.

Activation results on fMRI

A repeated-measures analysis of variance was used to exam-
ine the effect of group and bilateral amygdala activation
(mean activation from the left and right sides combined) 
to the emotional relative to neutral faces (happy–neutral v. 
neutral–neutral; sad–neutral v. neutral–neutral; angry–
neutral v. neutral–neutral). This analysis showed a significant
interaction between group and amygdala activation to the
different facial expressions (F2,22 = 7.67, p = 0.003).

To better characterize this interaction, t tests were con-
ducted in SPM2. Specifically, we separately examined group
differences in activation to the emotional (happy–, sad– and
angry) and neutral face pair trials versus the neutral–neutral
face pair trials. For happy–neutral face pair trials versus 
neutral–neutral face pair trials, the ASD group showed
greater right amygdala activation relative to the control
group (MNI coordinates 26 –2 –22, t22 = 3.14, p = 0.046, vol-
ume corrected42 for the right amygdala) (Fig. 2). To further
evaluate group differences in amygdala function, mean con-
trast values for the whole right amygdala ROI from Pick -
Atlas44 were extracted from each participant for the contrast
of happy–neutral face pair trials versus neutral–neutral face
pair trials. Relative to controls, the ASD group showed
greater activation in the whole right amygdala (t22 = 2.32,
p = 0.030) (Fig. 2). For the sad–neutral face pair trials versus
neutral–neutral face pair trials, the ASD group showed
greater right amygdala activation relative to the control
group (MNI coordinates 24 0 –22, t22 = 3.09, p = 0.046, small-
volume corrected). Group differences in amygdala function
were evaluated by extracting the mean contrast values for the
whole right amygdala for the contrast of sad–neutral face
pair trials versus neutral–neutral face pair trials. Compared
with controls, the ASD group showed greater activation in
the whole right amygdala (t22 = 2.35, p = 0.028). There were no
group differences in amygdala activation to angry–neutral
face pair trials relative to neutral–neutral face pair trials (MNI
coordinates 28 –2 –24, t22 = 1.19, p = 0.46 corrected, p = 0.12
uncorrected) (Fig. 2). There were no group differences in acti-
vation for the angry–neutral face pair trials versus the 
neutral–neutral face pair trials (t22 = 0.64, p = 0.53) using the
mean of the whole right amygdala.

Activation in the controls alone did not differ between
happy–neutral and neutral–neutral (t11 = –1.04, p = 0.32). Acti-
vation in the ASD group was greater for happy–neutral pairs
relative to neutral–neutral pairs (t11 = 2.92, p = 0.014). Activa-
tion in the controls alone did not differ between sad–neutral

Table 1: Characteristics of the participants

Group; mean (SD)*

Characteristic ASD, n = 12 Control, n = 12

Age, yr 26 (6) 27 (6)

Sex, male:female 11:1 10:2

Cognitive function

Verbal 117 (14) 110 (18)

Nonverbal 119 (14) 118 (13)

Handedness, left:right 0:12 1:11

ASD = autism spectrum disorder; SD = standard deviation.
*Unless otherwise indicated.



and neutral–neutral pairs (t11 = –1.31 p = 0.22). Activation in
the ASD group was greater for sad–neutral relative to 
neutral–neutral (t11 = 2.54, p = 0.028). Activation in the con-
trols alone did not differ between angry–neutral and 
neutral–neutral (t11 = –0.31 p = 0.76). Activation in the ASD
group did not differ between angry–neutral relative to 
neutral–neutral (t11 = 0.91, p = 0.38).

In the left amygdala, there were no group differences in ac-
tivation to any emotion that surpassed the small volume cor-
rected threshold. For happy–neutral face pair trials versus
neutral–neutral face pair trials, the ASD group did not show
significantly greater left amygdala activation relative to the
control group (t22 = 1.63, p = 0.35 corrected, p = 0.06 uncor-
rected). For sad–neutral face pair trials versus neutral–neutral
face pair trials, the ASD group did not show significantly
greater left amygdala activation relative to the control group
(t22 = 1.82, p = 0.25 corrected, p = 0.040 uncorrected). For 
angry–neutral face pair trials versus neutral–neutral face pair
trials, the ASD group did not show significantly greater left
amygdala activation relative to the control group (t22 = 1.93,
p = 0.20 corrected, p = 0.033 uncorrected) (Fig. 2).

To better understand amygdala activation in the ASD
group, we followed prior work45 and entered the Autism Di-
agnostic Interview–Revised algorithm for reciprocal social in-
teraction, which provides a measure of lifetime social impair-
ment. The goal of this analysis was to determine plausible
associations between amygdala activation and symptoms of
autism. Because this analysis only involved the 12 partici-
pants with ASD, a liberal threshold of p < 0.05 (uncorrected)
was used. We found a positive association with right amyg-
dala activation to the happy–neutral face pairs versus 
neutral–neutral face pairs, sad–neutral face pairs versus 
neutral–neutral face pairs, and angry–neutral face pairs ver-
sus neutral–neutral face pairs. Specifically, right amygdala
activation to angry–neutral face pair trials versus
neutral–neutral face pair trials was positively correlated with
the Autism Diagnostic Interview–Revised Total of Reciprocal
Social Interaction (MNI coordinates 22 –8 –10, t10 = 2.63,
p = 0.013 uncorrected, cluster size = 3; cluster size here and
below is reported at a threshold of p = 0.05 uncorrected). This
activation was in a distinct location from the activation in the
group contrasts described above but was in the amygdala
based on PickAtlas.44 Positive correlations were also found
for happy–neutral face pair trials versus neutral–neutral face
pair trials (MNI coordinates 22 –8 –10, t10 = 2.01, p = 0.036 un-
corrected, cluster size = 2) and sad–neutral face pair trials
versus neutral–neutral face pair trials (MNI coordinates 
24 –10 –10, t10 = 2.05, p = 0.033 uncorrected, cluster size = 2).
Activation did not relate to attention bias to any emotion.

Functional connectivity results

For our exploratory hypothesis concerning group differences
in connectivity between the activation in the right amygdala
and the ventromedial prefrontal cortex during the viewing of
emotional faces, we used a psychophysiological interaction
analysis. We used the peak activation from each contrast for
the seeds (26 –2 –22 for happy–neutral pairs v. neutral–neutral

pairs; 24 0 –22 for sad–neutral pairs v. neutral–neutral pairs; 
28 –2 –24 for angry–neutral pairs v. neutral–neutral pairs) with
an 8-mm sphere. In selecting the location of the seed based on
group differences in activation, we were following our prior
work.19 For brevity, we report clusters with 10 or more voxels.
Consistent with our hypothesis, participants with ASD
showed greater positive connectivity relative to the control
group in the contrast of happy–neutral pairs versus
neutral–neutral pairs (MNI coordinates 0 24 –18 [ventral 
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Fig. 2: Right amygdala activation in the autism spectrum disorder
(ASD) and control groups. (A) In the comparison of happy–neutral
face pair trials versus neutral–neutral face pair trials, the ASD
group showed greater right amygdala activation relative to the con-
trol group. The threshold for the illustration was set at p = 0.02 with
a minimum cluster size of 90 voxels. To further evaluate group dif-
ferences in amygdala function, mean contrast values for the whole
right amygdala were extracted for the contrast of happy–neutral
face pair trials versus neutral–neutral face pair trials. Contrast val-
ues represent the difference in mean activation in the whole right
amygdala for the given contrast for all participants averaged to-
gether in each group. (B) Relative to controls, those in the ASD
group showed greater activation in the whole right amygdala. Error
bars are standard errors of the mean. (C) For the sad–neutral face
pair trials vs. neutral–neutral face pair trials, the ASD group showed
greater right amygdala activation relative to the control group.
Group differences in amygdala function were evaluated by extract-
ing the mean contrast values for the whole right amygdala for the
contrast of sad–neutral face pair trials vs. neutral–neutral face pair
trials. (D) Compared to controls, those in the ASD group also
showed greater activation in the whole right amygdala. (E) There
were no group differences in activation for the angry–neutral face
pair trials vs. the neutral–neutral face pair trials.
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anterior cingulate cortex], t22 = 3.14 p = 0.002 uncorrected, clus-
ter size = 161) (Fig. 3). These results indicate that, compared
with the control group, the ASD group exhibited a stronger
correlation of activation to the happy–neutral pairs relative to
the neutral–neutral pairs. For the contrasts of sad–neutral pairs
versus neutral–neutral pairs and angry–neutral pairs versus
neutral–neutral pairs, we did not find greater coupling of the
amygdala–ventral prefrontal cortex in the ASD group relative
to the control group.

To evaluate our exploratory hypothesis regarding amygdala-
temporal lobe functional connectivity, the psychophysiologi-
cal interaction analysis showed that the ASD group relative
to the control group had weaker positive connectivity in the
contrast of happy–neutral pairs versus neutral–neutral pairs
between the right amygdala and left middle temporal gyrus
(MNI coordinates –56 –2 –12, t22 = 3.52, p = 0.001 uncorrected,
cluster size = 21; Fig 3). For the analysis of sad–neutral pairs
versus neutral–neutral pairs, the ASD group relative to the
control group showed weaker positive connectivity (MNI 
coordinates –66 –4 –10 [left middle temporal gyrus], t22 = 3.60,
p = 0.001, cluster size = 422; MNI coordinates –64 –14 8 [left
superior temporal gyrus], t22 = 3.03, p = 0.003, cluster size = 889;

and MNI coordinates 46 –66 16 [right middle temporal
gyrus], t22 = 4.09, p < 0.001, cluster size = 498).  For the analy-
sis of angry–neutral pairs versus neutral–neutral pairs, the
ASD group relative to the control group showed weaker pos-
itive connectivity (MNI coordinates 56 –32 –8 [right middle
temporal gyrus], t22 = 3.57, p = 0.001, cluster size = 112; MNI
coordinates 66 –20 –14 [right middle temporal gyrus], t22 =
3.19, p = 0.002, cluster size = 18).  With the exception of one
cluster for the sad condition (MNI coordinates 46 –66 16),
group differences in connectivity in the temporal lobe were
more anterior than what is commonly reported for face
processing.46

We found that the control group, relative to the ASD
group, showed greater amygdala connectivity within 2 areas
of the inferior frontal gyrus for sad–neutral pairs versus 
neutral–neutral pairs: MNI coordinates –28 24 –2, t22 = 4.25,
p < 0.001 uncorrected, cluster size = 829; and MNI coordi-
nates 32 24 –4, t22 = 3.06, p = 0.003 uncorrected, cluster size =
1109. Control participants showed pronounced positive con-
nectivity in these locations, while ASD participants did not
show connectivity in these areas.

Effects of medication

To evaluate whether specific medications influenced the find-
ings, we removed from the analysis ASD participants who re-
ceived each class of medication, and we compared the data
from the remaining ASD participants with that from the con-
trol participants to determine whether the effects of increased
right amygdala activation remained. The results remained sig-
nificant (p < 0.05 uncorrected) when each medication group
was removed from the analysis. In addition, we performed a
comparable analysis using the behavioural data and found
that none of the classes of medication altered the results. When
each medication class was removed, the group differences in
attention bias still did not approach significance.

Discussion

In response to emotional faces, ASD participants showed ab-
normalities in brain function even when attention bias was
equivalent to that in the control group. Consistent with our
primary hypothesis, the ASD group showed greater right
amygdala activation to happy and sad faces than did the con-
trol group. In a preliminary analysis, we found that the ASD
group, relative to the control group, showed greater positive
functional connectivity between the right amygdala and ven-
tromedial prefrontal cortex to happy faces. Another prelimi-
nary analysis showed that the ASD group, relative to the con-
trol group, showed less positive functional connectivity
between the right amygdala superior/medial temporal gyri
(primarily anterior regions) to happy, sad and angry faces. Fi-
nally, relative to the control group, the ASD group unexpect-
edly had less positive functional connectivity to sad faces be-
tween the right amygdala and inferior frontal gyrus, an area
outside the ventromedial prefrontal cortex region of interest.

Most studies have reported decreased amygdala activation
in ASD.5–11 However, Dalton and colleagues13 found that ASD
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Fig. 3: Differences between the autism spectrum disorder (ASD)
and control groups in the psychophysiological interaction connectiv-
ity analysis. (A) In the analysis of happy–neutral face pair trials ver-
sus neutral–neutral face pair trials, the ASD group showed greater
positive connectivity between the right amygdala and ventromedial
prefrontal cortex than did the control group. The threshold for the il-
lustration was set at p = 0.02 with a minimum of 60 voxels. Contrast
values represent the difference in mean activation in the whole right
amygdala for the given contrast for all participants averaged to-
gether in each group. (B) The bar graph illustrates average contrast
values within an 8-mm sphere around the peak ventromedial pre-
frontal cortex activation. Error bars are standard errors of the mean.
(C) For the same analysis of happy–neutral face pair trials versus
neutral–neutral face pair trials, the control relative to the ASD group
showed greater positive connectivity between the right amygdala
and left middle temporal gyrus. (D) The bar graph illustrates aver-
age contrast values within an 8-mm sphere around the peak left
middle temporal lobe activation. 



participants showed greater amygdala activation to face
stimuli and that amygdala activation within the ASD group
positively correlated with the duration of gaze directed to the
eyes of the face stimuli. The present findings coupled with
those of Dalton and colleagues13 suggest that ASD partici-
pants may show increased activation to facial displays when
potential group differences in attention are considered. In ad-
dition to attention, several studies of ASD have reported that
group differences in amygdala activation are dependent on
the cognitive task being performed during image acquisi-
tion.6,7,11 Moreover, in another study, participants with ASD
and controls both showed amygdala activation in response to
faces, but the ASD participants showed less habituation in
the amygdala.47 To build a coherent model of ASD and brain
function, it is important that aspects of the task, such as the
cognitive elements and habituation rates, be considered.

Our study was designed specifically to examine brain re-
sponse to emotional faces in ASD. Therefore, we used neutral
faces for the comparison condition. However, as is shown in
Figure 2, group differences are the result of a combination of
differential activation to specific emotional and neutral faces
within each group. Thus, it is important that the interpreta-
tion of these results be constrained to documenting how indi-
viduals with ASD process emotional (happy and sad) faces
relative to nonemotional faces differently from controls.

Effective social functioning involves a broad network of
structures.2 The amygdala is responsive to stimuli that signal
socio-emotional information.13 The ventromedial prefrontal
cortex, partly by modulating amygdala activation, is in-
volved in cognitive flexibility, including navigating complex
social interactions.3 The superior and medial temporal gyri
are involved in identifying facial expressions.22 (However,
evi dence indicates that face processing areas are generally
more posterior46 than what was primarily found in our
study.) Although the result was selective to happy faces, the
finding that ASD participants had greater positive connectiv-
ity between the amygdala and ventromedial prefrontal cortex
suggests that this circuit may be more engaged in amplifying
responses to emotional stimuli in ASD. The finding that the
amygdala–temporal lobe had less positive connectivity in
ASD for happy, sad and angry faces indicates that the trans-
mission of information about facial expression identification
may be altered and possibly compromised. 

These connectivity results may explain an apparent para-
dox in the present findings. Specifically, participants with
ASD had greater right amygdala activation than controls, but
there were no group differences in attention bias. Although
speculative, our connectivity results suggest that attention
bias may not be enhanced, because of abnormalities in con-
nections with other regions involved in emotional face pro-
cessing. Further work is necessary to directly examine this.

Some have suggested that ASD is a disorder of undercon-
nectivity.48 Indeed, multiple fMRI studies have documented
such a relation.25,49,50 However, other studies have found that
participants with ASD show areas of stronger connectivity.29,51

Our findings are more consistent with the latter work. In par-
ticular, in response to emotional faces, ASD participants show
underconnectivity between the amygdala and posterior and

anterior portions of the temporal lobe, as well as overconnec-
tivity between the amygdala and ventromedial prefrontal cor-
tex. Such overconnectivity may underlie greater emotional re-
sponses. The inclusion of measures of emotional face
recognition and subjective emotional responses could be com-
bined with the present procedures to more precisely identify
the functional significance of these disturbed connections.

Limitations

This study has several limitations. First, our study had a
small sample size. Nevertheless, because small samples re-
duce the power and our hypotheses were supported, this
limitation is less problematic. Of greater concern because of
the small sample size are the behavioural results. Reduced
power from small samples may underlie the lack of group
differences in the behavioural data. This concern is mitigated
by the behavioural results, which showed that both groups
had highly comparable attention bias scores to the emotional
faces (happy and sad) where group differences in fMRI acti-
vation were found. In addition, the ASD group showed
greater activation in the left amygdala than the control
group, but the activation was not significant at the corrected
threshold. With a larger sample, this pattern may have be-
come significant. Given the small sample, it is not possible to
draw conclusions about group differences in laterality of
amygdala activation. 

Second, 11 of the ASD participants were taking medica-
tion. However, follow-up analyses indicated that none of the
medication classes caused the group differences in amygdala
activation. 

Third, although there were no group differences in atten-
tion bias to the emotional faces, the ASD group showed a
shorter reaction time than did the control group for the but-
ton responses to the emotional face conditions (mean differ-
ence 53.39 ms). However, the group differences in reaction
time were also evident in the comparison condition (neutral
faces). Thus, any effects were likely cancelled out in the con-
trast analyses. 

Fourth, the cognitive functioning of the ASD individuals was
high. The advantage of this was that the control sample was
matched on cognitive ability. However, the ASD sample was
not representative of the majority of people with this disorder. 

Fifth, although the probe detection task is useful by pro-
viding a measure of attention bias, the task is fairly complex.
Of note, when an emotional face is presented, it is paired
with a neutral face. Recent evidence indicates that a lack of
congruence in emotional stimuli affects neural function.52

Therefore, group differences in the present study may be in-
fluenced by the lack of congruence in stimuli when emotional
faces were presented.

Future work may wish to examine multiple age ranges to
clarify the role of development in our findings. Previous
work involving healthy individuals have shown develop-
mental changes in amygdala activation in response to emo-
tional faces.53 Moreover, ASD and control participants show
different developmental trajectories in amygdala volume.54

Understanding how amygdala response to social stimuli
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differentially changes in ASD and controls in specific age
ranges would help to identify the influence of development
in these findings. In addition, the task used in the present
study did not require participants to explicitly identify 
facial expressions. Given that amygdala activation in indi-
viduals with ASD varies depending on whether they explic-
itly or implicitly process the faces,6 it would be important to
include an explicit task of facial expressions to understand
how such task conditions affect group differences in amyg-
dala activation. Finally, statistical techniques, such as self-
organizing map algorithms, may be used to examine brain
function without relying on predetermined locations.55

Conclusion

During a task that yielded no group differences in attention
bias, ASD participants showed greater amygdala activation
to emotional faces than did control participants. Further-
more, a preliminary analysis showed that, relative to the con-
trol group, the ASD group had greater positive connectivity
between the amygdala and ventromedial prefrontal cortex
and weaker connectivity between the amygdala and primar-
ily anterior regions of the temporal lobe. Thus, even when at-
tention bias is equivalent between groups, individuals with
ASD show broad-based alterations in brain function when
viewing socially relevant, emotional faces.
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